
Colors Galore?

pick a pillow
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Our no-sew covers are on-the-ready to repurpose 
those seen-better-days pillows. 

Yep, we,ve got ,em all! 

Patterned & plain? 
Solids? Stripes?  



Rouge 
it Up Our deco-fabulous 
rosette pillow covers have the masses blushing. 
They’re chic, they’re detailed, and they’re oh-so-easy! Slip these babies over a pillow of the same size, and voilà! You’ve got 
the perfect focal point for a couch or a striking pop of color in a featureless room. And it’s as easy as slipping on a jacket—
a blush-prompting, head-turning jacket, that is. 

3 Ways to  
Fluff & Stuff
There’s more than one way to 

stuff a pillow:

1. Fiberfill stuffing

2. Pillow forms

3. Outdated pillows
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Ahoy, Matey A good pillow is like the 
centerpiece of a table: it’s a sure-to-be-noticed way to 
flaunt your style. To create this eye-catching anchor piece, 
we sewed round shell buttons to a plain cover.

Love Jute? We do too! We used this  
sewed-on jute webbing, found near the upholstery 
materials, to transform this pillow from plain to plaid.

Room with a View You can capture that coastal vibe by playing around with some themed 
accents—we created this nearly nautical living space by dressing up old pillows with fresh, sea-worthy covers. 
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All Squared Away  
Pillows can be more than just fluff, you know. 
We created this one-of-a-kind headboard using 
coordinating pillow covers and  
12x12 squares of pre-cut 
matboard. We simply wrapped 
and glued the individual covers 
around each board (with batting 
in between), and then adhered 
them to plywood.

Tip: For a tufted look like ours, stitch on fabric-covered 

buttons using our button-making kits.

Sleek, Chic,  
& Magnifique! Everyone needs a 
little black chair (it’s just as flattering as your little black 
dress), but you’ve gotta deck it out—for our chair, these 
pillow covers did just the trick. Tip: We added the tufts 
on the front pillow by placing sparkly buttons on the front 
and sewing through to corresponding buttons on the back. 
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Room to Bloom 
We’re bloomin’ crazy for this  
ready-made floral accent cover, 
and we’re seeing stars from the 
other knockout-pink designs. 
They’re stackable, they’re 
craftable, and with our colossal 
color selection, they’re swappable, 
too! Embellish 
them yourself or  
leave them plain. 

Tip: Use one 3-D accent pillow to help 

break up a mass of color. 
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.

www.hobbylobby.com  •    •  Fabric - 576850

Take a  
Chill Pill-ow 
Nothing says, “lounge and be 
lovely,” like a few inviting pillows 
(especially when they sport 
these calming colors). We added 
some personal touches to our 
handy covers by attaching silk 
rosettes with fabric glue and 
making a strap from our Brisbane 
houndstooth material. With the 
help of these trimmings, you’re 
ready to catch some  
zzz’s with cushiony class.


